The linear high frequency stability of DLR's cryogenic H 2 /O 2 BKD test chamber is assessed using a hybrid computational fluid dynamic/computational aeroacoustic methodology, which is based on single flame simulations for the generation of an adequate mean flow and for the calibration of feedback models as well as on frequency space transformed linearized Euler equations. The application of a realistic mean flow field including combustion explains the spatial separation of transverse modes into a near face plate mode, which is found linearly unstable under certain operation conditions for the first transverse and a rear part mode. The axial mode shape length as well as eigenfrequencies is affected by propellant injection specifications and, in consequence, decisively influence pressure and transverse velocity sensitive dynamic flame response. The stability assessment procedure is finally applied to four operation conditions and the linear stability is predicted for the first transverse mode.
Introduction
The development of numerical methods to assess HF combustion stability is still an unfulfilled task. 1 The necessity of such prediction tools has, however, not changed. Especially the trend toward alternative fuels such as methane requires reliable predictions since the wealth of experience in this field is less than for conventional propellants like H 2 /O 2 .
2 Methods for assessing the potential of thermoacoustic instabilities need to be applied from the beginning of a new engine design and used in an iterative process during the entire development. At the same time, these methods are supposed to be cheap in terms of computational time and effort in order to meet industrial requirements.
Different numerical methods for the prediction of thermoacoustic stability have been developed. Analytical derivations allow for the calculation of nozzle admittances and the system damping excluding the flame response 3 as well as with feedback models. 4, 5 Low-order models are also used in gas turbine combustion instability research. 6 On the contrary, high quality but time-consuming large eddy simulation (LES) computations are conducted to reproduce a self-excited thermoacoustic loop. 7, 8 As a compromise, the decomposition of the governing fluid-dynamic quantities into a mean flow state including combustion and the acoustic propagation is applied to benefit from separation of scales. Such methods are commonly referred to as computational fluid dynamics/computational aeroacoustics (CFD/CAA) hybrid approaches. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] CFD/CAA methodologies for the assessment of combustion stability are also used for gas turbines. [14] [15] [16] The capability of assessing a realistic rocket engine type in terms of combustion stability is shown in Schulze et al. 17 However, the recently held third modeling workshop on combustion instabilities a in the framework of the French-German research initiative REST evidently showed that a predictive level is not yet reached by any type of simulation.
Due to the lack of availability of predictive HF stability assessment tools for rocket engines, the CFD/ CAA is further developed in this paper. The essential ingredient to reduce computational effort is to exploit separation of small-scale effects such as turbulent combustion from considerably bigger scales of acoustic propagation. Different numerical techniques are applied to establish the most suitable solution procedures for the resolution of the different scales. Especially for the CFD-based determination of dynamic flame response model parameters, a significant reduction of computational effort is achieved when separating their determination from the stability assessment procedure using CAA methods. The links between the computations are shaped into transfer functions which include the essential mechanisms of thermoacoustic phenomena. In comparison to Schulze et al., 17 a more detailed first transverse mode shape investigation is shown and a modified procedure for the determination of the flame response parameters as well as of the mean flow is demonstrated.
The presentation of the stability assessment procedure, the applied methods, and the results are structured as follows. First, DLR's BKD test chamber is introduced as a test vehicle and the considered load point (LP) specifications are explained. Afterward, the stability assessment procedure is presented including the governing acoustic equations and the numerical boundary treatment. Furthermore, the methodology of generating mean flow fields and flame response parameters is explained. Subsequently, the thermoacoustic properties of the BKD test chamber are analyzed. First, the mean flow profiles as well as the acoustic coupling properties between the chamber and the oxidizer dome via the injectors are presented and investigated. Second, the computed eigenfrequencies are compared to experimental findings and the corresponding mode shapes are analyzed. Finally, the linear stability of the BKD test chamber for four LP specifications is assessed. In conclusion, the main findings are lastly summarized.
BKD test chamber and LPs
The combustion chamber D (in German Brennkammer D) operated at the German Space Agency's (DLR) Institute of Space Propulsion Lampoldshausen is a fully equipped and realistic rocket engine in a downscaled configuration, which operates at typical upper stage rocket engine conditions (thrust level 25 kN, 60-80 MW power, chamber pressure 60-80 bar). The BKD cylindrical combustion chamber (diameter 80 mm, length 210 mm), the feed and injection system, and the nozzle are shown in Figure 1 . The cryogenic injection system comprises 42 coaxial injectors, which provide O 2 /H 2 as propellants. The injectors are arranged in three concentric rings with six, 12, and 24 elements (see Figure 1 (right)). The O 2 dome volume is conically shaped with a central igniter tube element. Two feed lines provide O 2 from the liquid tanks.
A HF measurement ring is implemented into the experimental BKD configuration, which is located at the face plate (see Figure 1 ). It is equipped with eight Figure 1 . BKD combustion chamber and equipment, adapted from Grö ning 18 and Grö ning et al. 19, 20 dynamic pressure sensors, thermocouples, and three optical probes, which are used to record OH* radiation intensity. 19, 20 Furthermore, a tuneable cavity can be used to analyze the effect of an absorber on the system's dynamics. 21, 22 Additionally, static pressure sensors record pressure in the propellant domes and in the chamber.
Various publications by Gro¨ning 18 and Gro¨ning et al. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] show that high pressure amplitudes of several bar peak to peak occur at distinct operation conditions. It is explained in Gro¨ning et al. 23 that strong oscillations appear naturally and originate from high amplitudes of the first transverse mode oscillating at frequencies of approximately 10 kHz. In subsequent campaigns, the stability behavior could be reproduced. This shows that the instability can reliably be generated and that distinct sets of parameters can be revealed, which result in stable and unstable behavior, respectively. The fact that the BKD test chamber exhibits selfsustained and hence linearly unstable operation for the T 1 mode introduces the BKD as a highly suitable test configuration for the numerical stability assessment procedure presented in this paper.
The BKD test chamber operation is analyzed for four different LPs, which lead to different stability behaviors. The LP specifications are given in Gro¨ning 18 and summarized in Table 1 in terms of propellant mass flow rates
), dome temperatures T O 2 =H 2 , and dome pressures, p O 2 =H 2 . Furthermore, the experimentally observed stability behavior is also given. For future reference, further useful quantities are calculated and introduced in the following. The additionally given quantities are presented in Table 2 .
The mass flows are employed to determine chamber pressure in an iterative procedure 12, 24 using the CEA software package developed by Gordon and McBride. 25, 26 Results show that LP1 and LP2 operate at 70 bar, while 80 bar pressure is calculated for LP3 and LP4. The findings agree well with experimental measurements. 21, 22 The differences in mass flows also lead to a variation of ROF. For LP1 the ROF is given with 4, while LP2-4 operates at a higher ROF of 6. The stoichiometric ROF for H 2 /O 2 is 8. Hence, LP1-4 operates at rich conditions. The considered ROF range agrees with typical values used in industrial rocket engine applications. 27 The ROF affects species composition of educts as well as of products within the entire chamber. Studies show that in case of an oxidizer deficiency leads to oxidizerdominated flame dynamics behavior (see Sattelmayer et al. 28 and Schulze et al. 29 ). Consistent with these findings, also Gro¨ning et al. 19, 20 explain that the oxidizer behavior governs the stability behavior of the BKD test chamber. In fact, they show that the BKD operates unstable if one of the O 2 injector eigenfrequencies coincides with the first transverse mode frequency.
Stability assessment procedure
Thermoacoustical processes are unsteady and contain complex interactions of the flame with acoustic fluctuations. Moreover, realistic rocket engines are equipped with a high number of injectors. The flame of each injector interacts differently with the acoustics. The simulation of the temporal behavior of pressure and temperature inside the combustion chamber is therefore highly challenging.
According to Noiray and Schuermans, 30 the amplitude time dependency of a self-sustained acoustic mode is governed by the following nonlinear differential equation
where A denotes the amplitude, is the growth rate, À is the noise intensity, and K is the coefficient of the nonlinear saturation term. If the influence of noise is which is in fact a linear relation and therefore well describable with linearized equations. The calculated growth rate is then used to determine if the continuously present noise excitation leads to growing or decaying amplitudes as well as to assess the strength of linear growth or decay. Although the system dynamics need to be simulated for small amplitudes only, the computation of the spatiotemporal fluid dynamic behavior of the entire rocket engine is still accompanied by extreme computational efforts. For high frequency motion, the spatial scale corresponds to the chamber diameter while the timescale is the inverse of the acoustic period. In case of the BKD test chamber, the unstable T 1 mode oscillates at approximately 10 kHz yielding a timescale of 10 À4 s. In contrast, combustion depends on mixing length scales, which are several orders of magnitudes smaller than the chamber diameter. Furthermore, mixing also limits the timescale of reaction. For H 2 /O 2 -driven propulsion at high pressure, typical timescales of combustion are of the order of 10 À9 s. In consequence, the simulation of the combustion chamber including acoustic timescales requires enormous numbers of time steps, while the necessary grid refinement for the computation of turbulent combustion excessively resolves acoustic spatial scales.
To reduce turnaround times, a hybrid approach is applied in this paper. The basic concept is to separate the spatial and temporal scales of acoustic propagation from those of the reactive flow. The separation leads to two significant advantageous over fully coupled simulations. On the one hand, the acoustic propagation can be calculated using linearized conservation equations on coarse grids. Linearized equations also naturally describe the basic differential equation according to equation (2) . On the other hand, optimized procedures for the simulation of the reactive flow field can be applied. The coupling of the reactive flow computation with the acoustic simulation is realized by two means. First, the reactive flow field is converted into a mean flow, which is subsequently employed as linearization point for the acoustic equations. Therefore, the influence of the mean flow on the acoustic propagation is accounted for. Second, acoustically modulated heat release is incorporated into the acoustic simulation in the form of a feedback model. The parameters of the feedback model are determined in CFD simulations of the reactive flow using the steady mean flow result as initial solution.
The separated simulation of acoustic propagation and of reactive flow allows to further reduce computational efforts concerning the mean flow generation and calibration of the feedback model parameters. Typically, realistic rocket engines are equipped with a high number of injectors resulting in small flame spread in radial direction. In fact, the radial dimension of a flame is much smaller than the diameter of the chamber and can therefore be considered as acoustically compact in radial direction with respect to the first transverse mode pattern (see Figure 2) . That is, the acoustic wavelength is much larger than the radial flame spread. Such a radially compact flame domain is referred to as single flame configuration. Radial acoustic compactness simplifies the necessary simulation domain in two respects.
First, due to the presence of a high number of similar flame structures, which are compactly packed, it is assumed that the average of the mean flow quantities over the entire chamber cross-section corresponds to the cross-sectional average of a single flame configuration. Additionally, because of the radial compactness of the single flames, the acoustic mode shapes and corresponding eigenfrequency primarily depend on the radially averaged mean flow quantities. In consequence, the radially averaged mean flow is determined from single flame simulation results. In the subsequent acoustic simulations, only the axial dependence of the mean flow quantities is included. Second, the radial compactness allows for the determination of feedback model parameters on the basis of single flame configurations as well. For this purpose, the single flame configurations are subjected to acoustic excitation, which mimics the influence of acoustic fluctuations in the chamber on the single flame and the response in terms of heat release modulation is extracted and employed to parameter calibration procedures.
Simulation of acoustic propagation-Frequency space transformed linearized Euler equations (LEEs)
In the following, the acoustic simulation method is presented. As explained before, linearized governing equations are suitable. Within the computational domain, the LEEs are solved (see Figure 3 ). In consequence, viscous forces and dissipation are not included. Culick 1 shows that viscosity is, however, negligible for acoustic propagation. For the derivation of the LEE it is assumed that the fluid dynamic quantities can be written as sum of a steady mean flow component " ðx i Þ and a fluctuating part 0 ðx i , tÞ, i.e.
It is furthermore assumed that the acoustic fluctuation scale is significantly smaller than the mean flow scale, viz.
Inserting the decomposition according to equation (3) to the nonlinear set of Euler equations 31 and applying equation (4) allows to derive the LEE by dropping higher order terms of Oð2Þ.
32
In the next step, it is assumed that acoustic fluctuations behave harmonically in time. The fluctuating part 0 ðx i , tÞ can therefore be written as
where i denotes the imaginary unit andðx i Þ the complex amplitude, which depends only on spatial coordinate. The complex amplitude corresponds to the Laplace transform of the fluctuating component and is a complex-valued quantity. Furthermore, state the complex frequency given in (rad/s), which consists of the angular eigenfrequency ! and the growth rate , i.e.
Often, the angular eigenfrequency is converted into the ordinary frequency f, which is given in (Hz), viz.
Inserting also the transformation according to equation (5) into the LEE yields their frequency-space formulation in terms of mass, momentum, and energy conservations laws
The LEE solves for acoustic density, pressurep, and velocity vector fieldû i . The mean flow quantities " , " p, " u i are determined before the acoustic simulation using single flame computations as explained before. The isentropic exponent is treated as spatially nonconstant, as strong temperature changes due to combustion as well as species conversion are present. The isentropic exponent is also determined from the steady single flame computations. Finally, the dynamic heat release response is included into the acoustic simulations by modeling the source term_ q. The dynamic heat release source term closes the feedback loop and allows to determine the complex eigenfrequency under the influence of dynamic flame response.
Classical discretization schemes for the simulation of acoustic propagation in the presence of a mean flow using linearized governing equations exhibit unphysical growth of hydrodynamic instabilities. [32] [33] [34] To perform stable simulations, the discretized frequency-spaced LEEs (8) to (10) are solved on the basis of a stabilized finite-element method. Different stabilization techniques are available. 33 In this paper, the Galerkin/ Least-Squares method is applied. The mathematical formulation can be found in Gikadi et al. 32 and Gikadi. 35 The boundary and coupling conditions applied to the computational domain are illustrated in Figure 3 . To keep the number of degrees of freedom to solve for within reasonable limits, small-scaled geometrical configurations such as absorbing cavities in the chamber walls and injectors are not incorporated into the computational domain. Instead their admittance in the form of an acoustic reflection coefficient could be imposed as boundary conditions at the corresponding surface. However, in the present investigation the absorbers are not active and the corresponding surface is hence treated as slip wall. Also, the oxidizer feed lines are neglected, since the coupling of the chamber with the dome is very weak and the feed lines therefore have an only irrelevant influence on the chamber acoustics. This weak coupling will be explained in the next paragraphs.
The acoustic coupling of combustion chamber and O 2 dome through the injectors requires further modeling. The transverse acoustic propagation at high frequency in chamber and dome provides a cross transfer of acoustic energy between different injectors. For example, an acoustic wave propagating through one of the injectors from chamber side gets scattered on the dome side and transforms into higher order mode propagation in the dome volume. The mode shape within the injectors is thereby one-dimensional providing a point-to-point relation between dome side and chamber side. As the dome is connected to all injectors, higher order dome modes initiate acoustic waves traveling through all injectors back to the chamber. In consequence, an acoustic wave in a single injector initiated at the chamber side may be reflected by the dome coupling such that its response is distributed over all injector outlets. As incident and reflected waves are no longer locally related, a single reflection coefficient at the interface between chamber and injectors is not applicable.
To describe the nonlocal reactivity of the dome coupling, the acoustic propagation inside the dome volume needs to be simulated. For that purpose, the dome volume is included into the computational domain (see Figure 3 ). This allows to describe the cross transfer of acoustic energy between the injectors via the dome volume. The one-dimensional coupling between dome side and chamber side is realized using a scattering matrix (SM) approach. The SM describes the reflection as well as transmission properties of the injectors. 11 Moreover, the injector configurations are not included into the computational domain, but the SM representation realizes their point-to-point coupling. As long as the injector diameter is small in comparison to the chamber diameter and therefore to the length scale of the first transverse mode, the wave propagation inside the injectors is longitudinal. In consequence, the longitudinal wave propagation inside the injectors does not depend on the mode shape in chamber and dome.
Furthermore, the acoustic scattering properties are the same for each single injector configuration. The SM can therefore be determined on the basis of a single injector domain and used as a coupling condition for the entire interface between chamber and dome. The SM is given by
where T denotes the transmission coefficient. Furthermore, ð Þ d denotes the downstream chamber side and ð Þ u the upstream dome side. For the BKD test chamber, experimentally determined scattering matrices for the injectors are not available. Therefore, the semianalytical/empirical acoustic network model approach is applied in this paper. 36 In the oxidizer dome quiescent mean flow conditions are assumed. The O 2 feed lines might be incorporated also in the form of a reflection coefficient R F (see Figure 3 ). However, the feed lines are not accounted for in this paper and the corresponding boundaries are replaced by slip wall conditions. It will be shown later that the dome is acoustically strongly decoupled from the chamber yielding an irrelevant influence of the feed lines in case of the BKD.
The nozzle is fully included into the computational domain representing the outlet. In the divergent part of the nozzle, supersonic flow conditions prevent acoustic fluctuation from propagating back upstream, establishing natural nonreflectivity. As the application of the LEE allows to account for a representative mean nozzle flow, the nonreflectivity is directly account for. 10, 24 To establish well-defined supersonic flow, a sufficient axial extent of the supersonic nozzle part is incorporated leading to a Mach number of approximately 1.4 at the computational outlet. As the outlet boundary at supersonic condition does not influence acoustic propagation inside the combustion chamber, its description is somewhat arbitrary. However, optimal convergence of the solution procedure could be achieved if nonreflectivity is applied. Consequently, the reflection coefficient for the first transverse mode is set to zero as outlet boundary condition, i.e. R 10 ¼ 0 (cf. Figure 3) .
The remaining boundaries are prescribed as adiabatic slip wall boundaries, i.e.û i n i ¼ 0. The influence of the boundary layer on the acoustic propagation is hence neglected here. Such a wall treatment is consistent with the LEE approach.
For the LEE simulation, the computational grid shown in Figure 3 is employed. Triangular element types are used in cross-section, while a systematic mesh topology is applied in axial direction (see Figure 3) . To resolve the axial gradients of the mean flow quantities, the grid is finest in the region of injection and successively coarsened in axial direction. In the nozzle, the grid is again axially refined in order to account for the reduced wavelength of reflected waves due to increase in mean flow velocity. Altogether approximately 130,000 finite elements are included leading to an overall number of approximately 340,000 degrees of freedom. The turnaround time depends on the convergence properties. In general, the solution process does not only solve for physical modes, but also spurious solutions are calculated, which lead to low-quality convergence procedures. It is found that restricting the eigenvalue solution process to only a few (e.g. four) eigenfrequencies and setting the initial guess close the eigenfrequency, which is known from experiments or by simple analytical approximation, yields already reasonable convergence procedures and therefore short turnaround times. A maximum of 3-5 Arnoldi iteration steps for the solution of the eigenvalue problem are necessary and a typical simulation time reads 5-8 min per LP.
Single injector computations
In this section, the procedures for the computation of the mean flow " as well as for the determination of the feedback model parameters for the description of the energy source term in equation (10) are introduced. As explained before, single flame configurations are employed for these purposes. Such a configuration comprises a part of the O 2 dome, one O 2 injector, as well as a part of the combustion chamber, which is referred to as chamber section (see Figure 5) .
The H 2 injection system is not included into the computational domain. Its impact on the chamber acoustics is assumed to be irrelevant, since high H 2 injection Mach numbers and a small H 2 injection area lead to a strong acoustic decoupling of the H 2 injection system from the combustion chamber (cf. Table 1 ).
The diameters of the virtual chamber and O 2 domains were chosen to conserve the area ratios between the propellants' injection area and the chamber cross-section as well as O 2 dome cross-section. At the outlet of the single flame configuration, the nozzle cannot be included. The computational domain is therefore confined to the inlet plane of the convergent nozzle part. Furthermore, rotational symmetry of the reactive field is assumed. In consequence, twodimensional simulations can be conducted, reducing computational turnaround times substantially further.
The used rotationally symmetrical computational domain is shown in detail in Figure 4 . The O 2 mass flow is imposed at the inlet of the O 2 dome and the H 2 mass flow is applied to the corresponding surface at the inlet to the recess (cf. Table 1 ). However, the temperature of H 2 directly at injection into the recess is usually unknown, as only the dome temperatures are provided (cf. Table 1 ). In order to provide consistent H 2 injection temperatures at the boundary condition, cf. Figure 4 , a pre-CFD simulation of the injection system including both the O 2 and H 2 injector taking conjugated heat transfer into account is conducted. From the results the injection temperature of H 2 is extracted and afterward applied to the single flame simulation. The H 2 injection temperatures are reported in Table 2 .
Since the nozzle is not included into the computational domain, pressure needs to be imposed manually at the outlet of the chamber (see Figure 4) . It is chosen such that the experimental chamber pressure, which is measured directly at the face plate (see Figure 1) is realized in the simulation. Rotational symmetry conditions are imposed on the flanges of the computational domain. The virtual free surfaces in the O 2 dome and in the chamber section are modeled as adiabatic, free-slip walls. In contrast, adiabatic no-slip conditions are imposed on wall surfaces of the injector, recess, and face plate.
Since the chemical timescale of the H 2 /O 2 reaction under high pressure is very fast, it can be assumed that the reaction rates are dominated by turbulent mixing, which in turn described by the turbulence model. Therefore, chemical reaction is modeled with a mixing controlled combustion model. Within this Eddy dissipation model (EDM), a global one-step chemistry is included, i.e.
The source term of H 2 O is then given by Magnussen and Mjertager
where W denotes the molar mass, A EDM is the modal constant, is the density, and Y is the mass fraction. Furthermore, and k t denote the turbulent dissipation rate and the turbulent kinetic energy, which are determined by the turbulence model. The EDM model assumes that the reactants are burned very fast until the deficient one is fully consumed. However, due to the complete absence of chemistry in the EDM model, the calculated reaction rates are usually too large 38 yielding unrealistically high temperatures in the reaction zone. Essentially, the EDM model does not calculate chemical equilibrium conditions for the given chamber pressure but only the single step according to equation (12) is taken into account.
In order to reach more realistic chemical equilibrium conditions and to obtain adiabatic combustion temperatures for the reaction of H 2 and O 2 , the dissociation of water is also included into the simulation, i.e.
The dissociation of water is an endothermic reaction, which consumes considerable amounts of energy. This reaction strongly depends on temperature.
Therefore, the dissociation reaction rate is modeled in the form of an Arrhenius-type term according to
with the constants A FR ¼ 3:5 Á 10 9 s À1 and E FR =R ¼ 52, 900 K. 39 The computations are conducted with ANSYS CFX 15.0 using RANS computations, the Eddy dissipation combustion model as well as the Soave-RedlichKwong equation of state for the description of real gas effects.
Mean flow profiles
Before the dynamic behavior of the BKD test chamber is investigated, the steady mean flow results for LP1-4 under unexcited conditions are presented and analyzed. Figure 5 shows the fields of temperature and O 2 mass fraction for LP1-4 within the single flame domain between the recess and outlet. In general, the distributions are similar. O 2 is concentrated in the center and H 2 is injected coaxially. Typical of diffusion flames, high temperatures are reached within the reaction zone, which is located in the mixing layer between O 2 and H 2 . A recirculation bubble forms at the face plate, which results in a radial spread of the mixing and combustion layer at approximately two injector diameters downstream of the face plate. In the region between injection and radial spread, the shear velocities between O 2 and H 2 are highest and turbulent mixing is therefore intense. In consequence, reactions rates are high and maximal temperatures are observed within this particular region. The maximum temperature reads approximately 3600 K, which is in very good agreement with the adiabatic flame temperature of H 2 /O 2 combustion at 70-80 bar. Following the mixing layer, highest temperature values are reached again at the end of the O 2 core and further downstream. Similar maximal temperatures are calculated on the basis of a detailed reaction scheme in To¨ro¨k. 40 The face plate is subjected to low temperatures and therefore low heat loads.
From a thermoacoustic point of view, the flame length is a crucial system parameter. On the one hand, a higher flame length and hence a larger flame surface leads to a bigger heat release zone, which might result in stronger thermoacoustic coupling. On the other hand, however, the location of the flame determines crucial time delays between fluctuations of heat release and pressure. For example, a larger flame length may then result in an out-of-phase behavior between heat release and pressure and therefore influence thermoacoustic coupling effects. Consequently, on the basis of steady-state results the thermoacoustic driving potential of a LP cannot be determined.
The flame length can be associated with the length of the O 2 core (see Figure 5 ). LP1 exhibits the shortest flame length, while the O 2 penetration into the system is highest for LP3. Interestingly, the unstable load points LP2/4, although operated at different pressures and propellant mass flows (see Table 1 ), show very similar flame lengths. Apparently, the similarity is based on equal inlet temperatures of O 2 and H 2 together with the same ROF.
Dome coupling scattering matrices
For the description of the acoustic coupling between chamber and dome, a SM is determined on the basis of a single injector configuration. For this purpose, the injector configuration is decomposed into its elementary components consisting of area changes, straight duct elements, and impedance changes. As only longitudinal wave propagation is present in the injector, it is sufficient to apply acoustic two poles, which describe the reflection and transmission of two ingoing waves (F u and G d ) and two outgoing waves (F d and G u ). 36, 41 The scattering properties of each of those components can be described by semianalytical/empirical element scattering matrices, which are of the form according to equation (11) . The SM of the entire injector configuration is then given by the connection of each component. Figure 6 shows the geometrical arrangement of a BKD injector. It consists of a pressure loss element in the form of an orifice (see Table 1 ) followed by the O 2 post. At the outlet, the post is conically shaped to improve mixing of O 2 and H 2 in the recess before the propellants are injected into the combustion chamber. The cone at the O 2 post outlet is defined by the taper angle. H 2 is provided by a second dome and enters the recess coaxially through a very thin annular slit.
The H 2 injector component is neglected in the network model. This is reasoned by the fact that H 2 is injected through a very thin annular slit with high velocity (cf. Table 2 ). In consequence, the acoustic energy transferred from the chamber into the H 2 injection system is assumed to be negligible. Hence the single injector configuration consists of the O 2 injection system and the interface to the combustion chamber. This configuration is considered next.
The single injector configuration is decomposed into the following components (see also Figure 6 ). The pressure loss element is modeled as an ensemble of an area change with loss, a straight duct element and another area change with loss, which corresponds to the elements 1-3 in Figure 6 . The relevant cross-section of the O 2 dome on single injector scale is set according to the number of injector elements, i.e. it is set to 1/42 of the entire dome cross-section. The O 2 post is described as duct element, see element 4. The junction of O 2 and H 2 is modeled as change of characteristic impedance ½ " c, where u denotes pure O 2 and d the locally present average of O 2 and H 2 , see element 5. The averaging is performed directly at the face plate in the combustion chamber. Furthermore, the taper angle is neglected in the network model. Finally, the area change from the For the determination of the element scattering matrices, the mean pressure losses, Mach numbers, mean axial velocities, speed of sound, and mean density are required. These quantities are taken from the mean flow computations. To validate the mean flow results in the O 2 injection system, the calculated static pressure in the O 2 dome is compared to experimental findings in Table 3 . It can be seen that the relative error is at most 2.6% in case of LP2. Considering that the O 2 injection system is dominated by real gas effects, which are described by the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state with limited accuracy, the deviations between numerical results and experimental measurements are acceptable. Adequately predicted dome pressures indicate that the overall pressure drop over a single injector is accurately calculated and further required quantities can be taken from the CFD results.
The reflection and transfer coefficients of different ensembles can now be calculated. For example, the overall injector SM is given by successively assembling all elements. For example, the Riemann invariants in the chamber can be calculated by
where the Riemann invariants are, in general, defined by
and c denotes speed of sound. The Riemann invariants F 6 and G 6 upstream of the area change element 6 are determined by the element SM 5 and the corresponding waves further upstream F 5 and G 5 . Assembling all element scattering matrices in this manner finally yields the injector SM by multiplication, i.e.
The injector SM is therefore explicitly given by
The injector SM is shown in terms of amplitudes in Figure 7 and phases in Figure 8 . The reflection and transmission coefficients describe the coupling between the chamber and the O 2 dome of the BKD test chamber for LP1-4. A similar behavior is observed for all LP. The transmission coefficient downstream T d shows very small amplitudes indicating that only insignificant acoustic energy is transmitted from the combustion chamber to the O 2 dome. In contrast, the reflection coefficient downstream R d amplitudes are very high.
Eigenfrequencies with the potential for resonating conditions in the O 2 post can be identified in the scattering matrices by characteristic amplitude maxima or minima and a zero phase, respectively. The analytically determined scattering matrices show two distinct frequencies at approximately 5 and 10 kHz.
Additionally, the first transverse mode's eigenfrequencies of the chamber are indicated for LP1-4 in 
Eigenfrequencies and mode shapes
The eigenfrequencies of the BKD test chamber up to the first radial mode frequency are presented in Figure 9 together with the measured PSD (black line).
The PSD data are provided by Gro¨ning et al. 21, 22 The acoustic eigenfrequencies appear as peaks in the PSD. For the validation of the acoustic simulations, the numerically determined eigenfrequencies are plotted into the PSD (colored vertical lines, see Figure 9 ).
Overall, very good agreement is achieved between the peak frequencies in the PSD and the simulated eigenfrequencies for all LP. It is therefore concluded that the hybrid LEE approach based on the mean flow conversion procedure and the dome coupling description captures the relevant influences on the eigenfrequencies accurately. Moreover, the applied Figure 9 . Experimental PSD (black) given in (dB/Hz) and numerically determined eigenfrequencies for LP1-4. Different mode classes are indicated by color. Experimental results from Grö ning. 18 numerical grid size is sufficient to resolve to acoustic scales up to approximately 25 kHz (cf. Figure 3) .
In general, different mode classes are contained in the considered frequency range. The individual mode classes are indicated by color in Figure 9 . Each higher order mode class contains a number of longitudinally combined modes. Each eigenfrequency is therefore denoted by its mode class and, if necessary, by its longitudinal order in Figure 9 . The identification of the mode classes and longitudinal order is based on the mode shapes, which are revealed by the numerical simulations.
For the investigation of the mode classes, a selection of the different mode shapes in case of LP4 is shown in Figures 10 and 11 . The mode shapes for the other LP are similar. For the visualization, the normalized real part of pressure <eðpÞ (left column) and the normalized pressure amplitude jpj (right column) are used. The presentation in the form of amplitude and real part is chosen since they contain different information. In general, the amplitude describes the maximum pressure fluctuation at each location. Hence, the amplitude can be used to identify the regions of relevant acoustic activity. In contrast, the real part <eðpÞ represents the actual pressure fluctuation p 0 ðtÞ for t ¼ 0, and hence describes the amplitude altered by the phase.
The first three modes found for all LP at the lowest frequencies of approximately 3, 6, and 9-10 kHz (red vertical lines in Figure 9 ) correspond to the longitudinal modes L 1 À L 3 (see Figure 10) . The longitudinal order can clearly be identified in the amplitude plots showing the distinct number of pressure nodes. Intense acoustic losses based on the convective transport in the nozzle prevent longitudinal modes from becoming a threat for the engine's operation. 42 Therefore, the longitudinal modes are not further investigated.
For frequencies above approximately 10 kHz, higher order modes are present. Specifically, the first and second transverse mode classes as well as the radial mode class can be found in the PSD for all LP (see Figure 9 ).
The lowest eigenfrequency in the T 1 mode class is denoted with T 1 in Figure 9 as well as in Figure 10 and is found at approximately 10 kHz for all LP. Its special denotation originates from its particular amplitude structure. Remarkably, the T 1 mode shows significant amplitudes only in the region close to the face plate and a strong amplitude decay in axial direction (see Figure 10 ). The decay is stronger in the amplitude plot than in the real part plot. It can also be seen that the amplitudes of this particular mode are already very small one chamber diameter downstream of the face plate.
Above the T 1 mode frequency, the first transverse modes are referred to as T 1 L x (green vertical lines in Figure 9 ). The corresponding mode shapes of T To explain the significantly different pressure amplitude structures of the T 1 and the T 1 L x modes, the axial distribution of the speed of sound in the chamber is analyzed (see Figure 12 ). The speed of sound is determined by the cross-sectional average of the single flame CFD results. Figure 12 shows that the chamber can be divided into three regions, each with a characteristic speed of sound distribution. In a first short region, speed of sound is dominated by the injected propellants and the lowest speed of sound is found. A first plateau of c is reached after the short increase of speed of sound and coincides with the location of the O 2 core jet (cf. Figure 5 ). In this first plateau region, the speed of sound is influenced by the propellants with low temperature and hence with low speed of sound as well as by high temperatures in the combustion zone (cf. Figure 5 ). Therefore, a moderate mean speed of sound is present. In the region further downstream, a second plateau forms. The second plateau is dominated by the hot combustion products and, in consequence, by a high speed of sound.
The different pressure amplitude distributions of the T 1 and the T 1 L x modes can now be explained by the changed cut-on frequencies for the first transverse mode class in the different regions. The cut-on condition depends on the speed of sound and thus differs between the different plateaus. In the regions of injection and of the first plateau, the cut-on frequency is lowest. Significant amplitudes of the T 1 mode are only present in these regions (cf. Figures 10 and 12) . In contrast, the cut-on frequency in the second plateau region is higher and, in consequence, the T 1 mode is cutoff restricting its further propagation in downstream direction. In contrast, the eigenfrequencies of the T 1 L x modes are higher than of T 1 , and the T 1 L x modes can propagate both in the second as well as in the first plateau region. Significant T 1 L x mode amplitudes are hence present in the entire chamber volume.
In general, the T 1 modes may appear also in combined form with longitudinal modes. However, as the axial dimension of the T 1 mode is small (cf. Figure 10) , the first combined mode would occur at very high frequencies. Within the considered frequency range, such a combination of the T 1 mode with a longitudinal mode could not be identified in the acoustic simulations. In consequence, this mode is simply referred to as T 1 . In contrast, the T 1 L x modes exist in the entire chamber and, in fact, several combined modes were found in the acoustic simulations (cf. Figure 9 ). In Figures 10 and 11 the T 1 L 1 and T 1 L 2 modes are illustrated. The longitudinal order ð Þ x is given by the number of pressure nodes in the amplitude plots (cf. Figures 10 and 11) .
The characteristic distribution of the speed of sound in the chamber equivalently affects further higher order mode classes. The decomposition of a higher order mode class into the ð Þ mode and the ð Þ L x modes is therefore generally valid in case of the BKD test chamber. In fact, in the PSD for LP1-4, the T 2 as well as the R 1 modes is indicated and the corresponding mode shapes are shown in Figure 11 . Significant amplitudes of the T 2 and the R 1 modes are only observed close to the face plate. In contrast, the T 2 L x (purple vertical lines in Figure 9 ) as well as the R 1 L 1 (gray vertical line in Figure 9 ) modes exhibit high amplitudes in the entire chamber. The T 2 L 2 and R 1 L 1 modes are illustrated in Figure 11 . For the R 1 L 1 mode, two slices in the chamber are shown in order to indicate the significant amplitudes in the interior of the chamber volume.
Since the conclusions concerning the influence of speed of sound on the mode shapes drawn for the T 1 mode class appear to be generally valid and the focus of this paper is on the first transverse mode, the T 2 and R 1 mode classes are not further discussed.
After the identification of the chamber eigenfrequencies in the PSD, the influences of the operating conditions for LP1-4 are investigated. In comparison, the eigenfrequencies of the unstable LP2 and LP4 are very similar due to the similar mean flow fields. The injection conditions of the propellants for LP2 and LP4 are almost identical. Furthermore, the flame length is essentially the same. In consequence, comparable distributions of speed of sound and density are present in the chamber explaining the similarity of the eigenfrequencies. Interestingly, the difference in chamber pressure between LP2 (70 bar) and LP4 (80 bar) seems to be of minor relevance for the acoustic properties of the BKD test chamber.
The eigenfrequencies of the ð Þ modes in case of LP3 occur at lower frequencies compared to the other LP. This is due to the fact that the H 2 injection temperature in case of LP3 is approximately halved compared to the other LP (cf. Table 1 ). A reduced injection temperature leads to a lower speed of sound and, in consequence, to a lower eigenfrequency.
In contrast, the eigenfrequencies of the ð Þ modes in case of LP1 are slightly higher than for LP2 and LP4. However, the injection temperatures are similar. The increased eigenfrequencies can be explained by the higher speed of sound in the regions of injection and of the first plateau. In turn, the higher speed of sound can be attributed to the elevated temperatures, originating from intensified combustion due to the higher H 2 injection velocity in case of LP1 (cf. Table 2 ). The higher injection velocity leads to stronger shear forces between the propellants and thus more intense mixing.
Since the T 1 mode has been identified as critical in terms of thermoacoustic stability in the BKD test chamber, the focus is on this particular mode in the following.
First, the simulated T 1 eigenfrequencies are validated by means of the experimental data given in Gro¨ning et al. 21, 22 (see Table 4 ). For this purpose the flame feedback is not yet included into the simulation, i.e. the volume source term in equation (10) is set to zero. This might lead to certain discrepancies between the numerical results and experimental findings. However, the numerical results agree well with the experimental data. The maximal deviation is 2.8% in case of LP2. Hence, it can be concluded that the influence of the flame feedback on the eigenfrequencies is rather small.
For the quantitative investigation of the amplitudes in the chamber, the axial pressure amplitude distributions in the antinodal pressure lines for LP1-4 are compared (see Figure 13(top) ). High amplitudes are concentrated in the region close to the face plate and the strong axial amplitude decay is present. Since the appearance of high amplitudes at the face plate as well as the absence of relevant amplitudes further downstream can be explained by the speed of sound changes in the chamber, the axial distribution of c is also shown in Figure 13 (bottom).
As explained in ''section 6'' section, the T 1 mode predominantly exists in the regions of injection and of the first plateau of c in the chamber. However, the first plateau region has a different shape for LP1-4. For LP2 and LP4 an almost identical first plateau with a rather constant speed of sound is found. In turn, the change of the speed of sound within the first plateau region is stronger in case of LP3. Furthermore, the transition from the first plateau to the second plateau occurs a certain distance further downstream for LP3 than for LP2 and LP4. Finally, the axial dimension of the first plateau is shorter for LP1 than for LP2 and LP4.
The larger axial lengths of the first plateau in case of LP2 and LP4 yield a prolongation of the T 1 mode in the chamber. For LP1, the short plateau region leads to a more compact mode and therefore a faster decay of the amplitude in axial direction (see Figure 13 (top)). Interestingly, the shape of the axial pressure amplitude distribution in case of LP3 is the same as for LP1, although these LPs have very different flame lengths, see ''Dome coupling scattering matrices'' section. 
Computation of flame response
It can be shown that two different coupling types are present in a rocket engine. 43 On the one hand, dynamic heat release is modulated by the influence of pressure coupling, which can be expressed aŝ
where ð Þ denotes the corresponding fluctuation on the single flame domain axis. On the other hand, transverse acoustic velocity also modulates heat release. This coupling can mathematically be written aŝ
In equations (20) and (21), the coupling between the acoustic variable and the dynamic heat release is expressed in terms of individual flame response parameters and described in the form of a complex quantity FTF. These FTFs are determined in unsteady RANS simulations of single flame domains under excited conditions.
For the simulations with excitation, the same governing equations as for the steady-state single flame computations are used. However, the excitation method is additionally implemented into the computational setup and unsteady simulations are conducted. According to the Nyquist criterion, 44 the sampling rate has to be at least two times the eigenfrequency of the first transverse mode in order to resolve sufficiently the acoustic fluctuations in time. As the first transverse mode oscillates with approximately 10 kHz, the sampling frequency should be at least 20 kHz, which corresponds to an acoustic period of 5 Â 10 À5 s. In the simulations, the sampling rate corresponds to the computational time step. For the simulations of the single flame configurations with excitation a time step of 4 Â 10 À6 s is used. Therefore, the Nyquist criterion is fulfilled.
Pressure coupling
The simulation of pressure coupling is performed for a single flame configuration located in the pressure antinode (cf. Figure 14) . Therefore, the excitation method is implemented such that the corresponding shapes of pressure amplitude and phase along the antinodal pressure line in axial direction are adequately imposed on the single flame (cf. Figure 13 ). For this purpose, Schmid 45 suggests the application of a harmonically varying mass source term to the adiabatic slip wall in the chamber section. In consequence, mass is periodically injected and extracted from the chamber. In order to impose only pressure fluctuations, the source terms are constant around the circumference in a cylindrical chamber section (see Figure 15) . However, amplitude and phase of the source term change in axial direction, in order to impose the pressure shape which was previously calculated in the pressure antinodal line (see Figure 13 ). The strength of the source term excitation corresponds to the arrow length in Figure 15 , where a reduction in axial direction is assumed. In order to inject no foreign matter, the source term is imposed such that the injected and extracted compound correspond to the locally present species composition in the domain.
The excitation is incorporated as mass source term on the boundaries of the virtual chamber domain. It can be shown that the fluctuating mass source term per unit boundary area is given by
where the wave number is given by
Furthermore, A e denotes the excitation amplitude and P T 1 ðxÞ the axial distribution of the T pressure line (cf. Figure 2(left) ). Amplitude and phase distribution of the transverse velocity is extracted from the previous acoustic simulation results and imposed on the single flame configuration. However, in order to impose the velocity fluctuations on the single flame configuration without the modulation of pressure, a different excitation method needs to be employed than for pressure coupling. Instead of a mass source term at the boundaries, Schmid 45 suggests the application of a harmonically varying volumetric force term to the entire single flame chamber section volume. The force mimics the influence of transverse velocity fluctuations on the local flow field including the flame. In consequence, the fluid in the single flame configuration is pushed harmonically through the domain (see Figure 16 ).
The volumetric source term for transverse velocity excitation is given by 43 S ¼ A e k T 1 cosðk T 1 Þ <eðP T 1 ðxÞÞ cosð!tÞ Â À=mðP T 1 ðxÞÞ sinð!tÞ Ã ð29Þ
The volumetric source term of momentum according to equation (29) has a similar structure as the boundary source term for pressure excitation (cf. equation (22)). Both pressure and velocity excitation methods are derived on the basis of the amplitude and phase distribution of pressure in the antinodal pressure line P T 1 ðxÞ (cf. Figure 14) . In consequence, the parameter A e applies for both the amplitude of pressure excitation and of transverse velocity excitation. In the latter case, A e can be regarded as an equivalent pressure amplitude, although only transverse velocity fluctuations are imposed on the single flame configuration. Particularly, A e corresponds to the pressure amplitude, which would be present in the antipressure node. Hence, when the same is set for A e in case of pressure velocity excitation, the individual flame response parameters can directly be compared even for higher amplitudes. For low amplitudes, comparability is always given as long as linearity is not violated. Furthermore, the effects on the mean flow through acoustic fluctuations at higher (but equal) amplitudes can also be compared.
The computational domain for the application of transverse velocity excitation is shown in Figure 16 . The source term of momentum S is applied within the entire single flame configuration in direction (see Figure 16 ). The arrows indicate the strength of the source term excitation. As pressure decays in axial direction (cf. Figure 14) , also transverse velocity excitation strength gets reduced. In order to not generate acoustic pressure fluctuations in domain, opposing boundaries are set periodically in terms of mass flow. However, since the transverse velocity excitation method cannot be applied axis-symmetrically, three-dimensional simulations are necessary. To also reflect the periodicity between neighboring single flame configurations, the computational domain is hexagonally shaped in crosssection.
To finally incorporate the velocity coupling into the acoustic simulation, the gradient of the mean heat release field @ " _ q @ is necessary. 43 However, as argued by Schmid, 45 the spatially small-scaled mean heat release field cannot be resolved fully in the acoustic simulations. Instead, Schmid 45 suggests the usage of a pseudo heat release field, which can be resolved with typical acoustic grids. In consequence, the driving effect of acoustic amplitudes by velocity coupling is maintained. The detailed mapping procedure is comprehensively described in Schmid. 45 The source term readŝ
where R SF denotes the radius of the chamber section in the single flame configuration. In equation (30) it is assumed that the direction coincides with the acoustic velocity vector. For the usage in a Cartesian frame of reference in the cross-section of the entire chamber, , coordinates are transformed into y, z coordinates. 
Linear stability assessment
In this section, the numerically determined linear growth rates are presented in Table 5 . The numerical CFD/CAA method determines the correct stability behavior. For LP1/3 damping rates are predicted, which confirm stable operation. Furthermore, for LP2/4 positive growth rates are found explaining the occurrence of high T 1 mode amplitudes in the region close to the face plate in the combustion chamber. Therefore, the hybrid methodology is capable of reasonably determining the respective contributions of damping and amplification in the cryogenic rocket engine for different LP conditions and thereby correctly describes the acoustic energy balance of the closed feedback loop. It is furthermore concluded that the very small differences in injection conditions (cf. Figure 1) can accurately be accounted for and also conserved through the different stages of the stability assessment procedure.
The predictive quality of the CFD/CAA method can further be justified by considering that both the scale of eigenfrequencies, which are found at approximately 65,000 rad/s, as well as growth rates at smaller scale are adequately predicted simultaneously. Of course, there is a mutual dependence of f and . Nevertheless, the CFD/CAA method with frequency space transformed LEE solves for the complex eigenvalues within minutes. Time domain codes, however, require enormous numbers of time steps to account for high frequent acoustic motion in terms of f but also to capture the stability behavior including small growth rates of acoustic amplitudes (cf. Table 5 ). The overall turnaround time of the procedure for a stability assessment of a single LP is in the order of hours, which makes the procedure attractive for industrial needs.
Conclusions and outlook
A CFD/CAA methodology for the assessment for linear stability in rocket engines is introduced, which is capable of describing the acoustic propagation within the combustion chamber, the nozzle, and the propellant domes on the basis of realistic mean flows.
Acoustic effects of small-scale subcomponents such as injectors are included into the stability assessment procedure in the form of frequency-dependent reflection coefficient boundary conditions and scattering matrices. A quick evaluation process is obtained through scale separation, allowing for coarse grids in the CAA simulations, the calibration of mean flow profiles and dynamic flame response models based on single flame configurations, as well as the application of frequency space transformed LEEs, which provide significant advantages over time domain calculations for complex acoustic analyses in the linear regime.
The stability prediction quality is demonstrated on the basis of DLR's cryogenic H 2 /O 2 BKD test chamber, which operates under realistic rocket engine conditions and shows self-sustained high amplitude combustion instabilities. The following conclusions are drawn:
. The first transverse mode is spatially decomposed into a face plate near T 1 and a chamber rear part located T 1 due to the variation of acoustic field impedance in axial direction. Only the T 1 mode is found linearly unstable. . The growth rates for LP1/3 are one order of magnitude larger in absolute value than the growth rates for LP2/4, which are found very close to the stability limit. . The CFD/CAA approach is capable of determining the correct linear stability behavior. Therefore, the necessary sensitivity and accuracy in terms of injection conditions, related field mechanisms, and boundary treatment are established. . The usage of single flame configurations for the generation of axially distributed mean flow profiles and flame response parameters is justified and the assumption of radial compactness provides acoustically consistent results. . The cutoff effect of mode propagation in axial direction results in evanescent waves. . Although the unstable LP2/4 operate at different pressure and total power output, similar flame lengths, acoustic pressure distributions, and linear growth rates are found numerically. The similarity is probably based on comparable injection temperatures of H 2 and ROF.
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Transfer matrix: Duct element
where L denotes the duct length. Furthermore, the wave numbers are given by
Transfer matrix: Area change with losŝ
where
Furthermore, l eff , l red take streamline and inertia effects into account. 
